Will Things Change??

The Pope is coming to Philly,
And he's scheduled to visit this jail,
I equate his visit to A Man of GOD,
Who'll be personally visiting Hell...
Most folks don't know the horrors we face,
As inmates, Day, by Day,
If we choose to complain, the fact remains,
"(YOUR IN JAIL, IS WHAT THEY SAY!!!)"

We're treated Just like caged animals,
And they hate it when we rebel,
We've been sent off to Jail in manacles,
Three men forced into two man cells...
It's overcrowded, the truth is shrouded,
Because Dollars For flesh, is abundant,
Next year, their planning to Pack us in,
By adding another twelve hundred...
So don't be fooled, by the powers that be,
Pope Francis, it's all a facade,
They may pull the wool over those who they rule,
But they can't Hide the TRUTH From GOD!!!